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275 331 608(Call National Fixed Network)
info@boltherm.com
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Parq. Ind. do Canhoso Lt15 Rua M
6200-027 Covilhã
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Monday-Friday 9:00-6:00 pm
Closed on Weekends
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Can reflect up to 
 97% of the radiant energy
Contributes significantly in reducing acoustics 23 dB 
 and thermal endurance enhancer, due to air
 trapped in their cells
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In the production of our products
 We use up to 80% of recycled raw materials
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Thermal Insulation


  
The appropriate heat Insulation is crucial to minimize excessive heat exchange between the interior and exterior of a building-prevents heat loss in cold season and overheating in the hot season.


  
  Learn More 
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Acoustic Insulation


  
The sound insulation is the technique used to not let the sound from one to another environment, through the use of various materials: dense, heavy, among others, who can absorb and dissipate sound energy


  
  Learn More 
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Thermo-Acoustic Insulation


  
The Thermo-Acoustic Insulation, allow our homes have a much higher comfort index compared to the outside environment, heat proofing and sonically housing


  
  Learn More 















  
Boltherm
 Manufacturer of Insulation


  
Boltherm takes over as your mission lead the domestic market, researching, developing and producing thermal and acoustic insulation solutions of aluminium base, profitably, exceeding the expectations of our customers and consumers.


  
  See More   
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Isolation


  
Used in Aero Space Industry
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Isolation


  
Used in Pharmaceutical Industry
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Isolation


  
Used in food industry
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Boltherm


  
Present in the world


  













        As Nossas Últimas Notícias
       









  
A nossa Missão
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Dedication


  
The dedication, competence and pursuit of excellence are fundamental values that drive the Boltherm professionals.
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Environment


  
We intend to contribute to a better environment less polluted, we believe it is a duty of all, that's why we develop products that incorporate up to 80% recycled materials and processes of "closed circuit" which cause 0% waste.
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Innovation


  
The constant search for new solutions, new methods and processes are firmly engraved in the "DNA" of Boltherm.


  











Need more information about our solutions.





  Contact us 
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Product technology


  
   Inorganic compounds        
Composed of inorganic materials, such as fiberglass and rock wool.




   Organic        
Composed of organic materials, poliestilenos, polyurethane, wood, Cork or cellulose. 




   Low Emissivity        
Reflective films of aluminum compounds with air wells. 
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Boltherm Insulation
 Boltherm takes over as your mission lead the domestic market, researching, developing and producing thermal and acoustic insulation solutions of aluminium base, profitably, exceeding the expectations of our customers and consumers.  
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Contact us
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